Human tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase becomes an effective ATPase upon proteolytic activation.
Proteolytic cleavage in an exposed loop of human tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAcP) with trypsin leads to a significant increase in activity. At each pH value between 3.25 and 8.0 the cleaved enzyme is more active. Substrate specificity is also influenced by proteolysis. Only the cleaved form is able to hydrolyze unactivated substrates efficiently, and at pH >6 cleaved TRAcP acquires a marked preference for ATP. The cleaved enzyme also has altered sensitivity to inhibitors. Interestingly, the magnitude and mode of inhibition by fluoride depends not only on the proteolytic state but also pH. The combined kinetic data imply a role of the loop residue D158 in catalysis in the cleaved enzyme. Notably, at low pH this residue may act as a proton donor for the leaving group. In this respect the mechanism of cleaved TRAcP resembles that of sweet potato purple acid phosphatase.